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Abstract 
An instantaneous frequency (IF) estimation algorithm in a high noise environment is proposed based on singular 
value decomposition (SVD) and Wigner Ville distribution (WVD).The signal is demodulated with the estimated 
phase to make the time frequency representations (TFRs) parallel to time axis, the noise-reduced signal is obtain by 
SVD, and IF is estimated by the peak detection of WVD. Simulation result shows that the proposed method is not 
sensitive to the phase function, and has a better noise robustness. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
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1. Introduction 
Estimation of instantaneous frequency (IF) of a real or complex analytic signal is important in many 
applications such as seismic, radar, sonar, communications, biomedical engineering, etc[1,2,3]. There are 
several approaches to IF estimation. The time frequency representations (TFRs) based approach is one of 
them, the basis for using TFRs in the IF estimation is their first moment property [1,3,4]. The presence of 
noise, however, leads to a serious degradation of the first moment estimate due to the absence of any 
averaging in its definition. Because TFRs concentrate the energy of a signal at and around the IF in the 
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time frequency plane, the peak detection of the TFRs is used as another useful IF estimator, but the IF 
estimation is highly dependent on SNR and lag window length [1, 5, 6, 7]. 
WVD, which is a member of a family of bilinear time frequency distributions, is a widely used tool for 
the IF estimation of signals with fast variations of the spectral content. The most common estimation 
technique is based on the WVD maxima positions. However, direct application of WVD on a multi-
component signal would result in undesired cross terms, and also this technique is no longer valid in a 
high noise environment, which can move the WVD maxima outside the auto-term. IF estimation 
algorithms performs reasonably well using Fractional Fourier Transform and WVD[8], WVD and Local 
SVD[9], but they are only applicable to mono-component signals, and the algorithms by PWVD with an 
adaptive window width[10] has better performance, but it also need high signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). In 
this paper, we present an IF estimator for any frequency modulated (FM) signal in high noise 
environment. The basic idea for this algorithm is noise reduction in time-frequency (IF) domain based on 
SVD. The signal is demodulated with the estimated phase to make its Short-time Fourier Transform 
(STFT) parallel to time axis, the enhanced STFT is obtain by SVD, then noise-reduced signal is 
calculated by inverse Short-time Fourier Transform (ISTFT), and the IF is obtain with WVD maxima for 
the noise-reduced signal. 
The paper is organized as follows. An overview of the TFRs, SVD for noise reduction and WVD based 
IF estimator is given in Section 2. The algorithm for the IF estimation in a high noise environment is 
derived in Section 3. An example is given in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 5. 
2.  Basic Theory 
2.1.  Time frequency representations (TFRs)  
TFRs can be classified according to the analysis approaches. The first category is linear 
transformations, such as STFT and wavelets transform (WT); the other is bilinear TFRs, such WVD and 
spectrogram. The proposed algorithm would use the invert TF transformation, but it is very hard for 
bilinear TFRs, so we use STFT to calculate preliminary TFRs. A mathematical description of the STFT 
can be given by: [11] 
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Where A is constant, and * ( )G jf  is Fourier transform of the window function ( )g t . It can be seen that 
the STFT of the demodulated function 2 ( )0( ) j s tx t e π− is a line parallel to time axis. 
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2.2.  Using SVD for noise reduction 
Let Q  be the rank of X  in the noise-free case and P  in the real case (i.e. when the recorded signals 
are corrupted by noise). Bases on the assumption that the noise is spatially white Gaussian and 
uncorrelated from the signal, the SVD is used directly on the data matrix X  to achieve a separation 
between signal and noise subspaces [12] 
1 1
Q P
T T
sig noise k k k k k k
k k Q
X X X u v u vσ σ
= = +
= + = +∑ ∑                                               (3) 
The first Q  eigenimages of data matrix represents the signal subspace 
sig
X  and the other P Q− the 
noise subspace
noise
X . In practice, the choice of Q  depends on the relative magnitudes of singular values. 
In this paper, the first singular value is used to reconstruct the enhanced TFRs, that is 1Q = .
2.3.  WVD as an IF estimator 
Consider a signal
( )
( )
j t
f t Ae
φ= , corrupted by an additive, complex, white, Gaussian noise ( )v t with
variance 22σ  (variance of the real and imaginary part is 2σ ). Noisy signal ( )x t  is of the 
form
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
j t
x t f t v t Ae v t
φ= + = + .The IF is defined as ( ) '( )t tω φ= . The WVD of a discrete-time 
signal is given by 
* 2( ) ( )* ( )( , ) j kTw kT x t kT x t kT eh
k
WD t ωω −∑ + −=                               (4) 
where the window function ( )w kTh has the width h , ( ) 1w kTh
k
∑ = , and T is the sampling interval. The 
WVD is highly concentrated around the signal’s IF. Thus, it has been shown that the position of the WVD 
maxima is an appropriate tool for the IF estimation [1, 6, 11] 
maxˆ ( ) arg[ ( , )]t WD t
ω
ω ω=                                                        (5) 
3. Algorithm for the IF estimation in a high noise environment 
H. Hassanpour[13,14] proposed an approach using the SVD technique for noise reducing in TF plane. 
The SVD-based technique divides TFRs matrix of the signal into signal subspace and noise subspace 
using singular values. This method has good effect only for single frequency signals, but this algorithm 
for any non-stationary FM signal has not good performance. In this paper, the signal is demodulated with 
the estimated phase to make the STFT parallel to time axis. The STFT of the demodulated signal is 
divided into signal subspace and noise subspace using singular values. Then the ISTFT of the noise-
reduced STFT is calculated. Finally, the noise-reduced signal is obtain by inverse demodulation. We can 
obtain the IF estimation with the peak detection of the enhanced TFRs. 
The specific algorithm for the FM signal is as follows: 
Step1: estimate phase function ( )s t and forward demodulate
2 ( )
( ) ( )
j s t
y t x t e
π−= ;
Step2: calculate the STFT ( , )Y t f of signal ( )y t ;
Step3: obtain the enhanced TFRs matrix ˆ( , )Y t f using SVD;  
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Step4: obtain noise-reduced signal ˆ( )y t by ISTFT; 
Step5: carry out invert demodulation
2 ( )ˆ( ) ( )
j s t
d t y t e
π= ;
Step6: recalculate the WVD of signal ( )d t , and the TFRs of enhanced signal ( )x t is obtained; 
Step7: IF estimation with (5). 
4.  Experiment 
we consider the IF estimation of a highly nonlinear FM signal 
3 2
20( 0.512) 100( 0.512)))( ) exp( 2 (400( 0.512) t tx t j tπ − − + −= −  (TFRs is a parabola) in white Gaussian 
noise with SNR=-5dB. The number of sample is set to 1024 with sample frequency 1000HZ. Its 
waveform and STFT are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. From Figure 2, we can see that the effective 
signal is a nonlinear FM signal, when 0t s= , 425f Hz≈ , when 0.1t = , 300f Hz≈  and when 
1t s= , f is approximate to 400Hz , so we assume the instantaneous frequency 
2
1 1 1 1 1( ) '( )f t s t a t b t c= = + + .So the approximating phase function 1 3 2( ) 2 (454 693 )s t t tπ≈ − is obtained 
by curve fitting. The enhanced TFRs using only the first singular value is shown in Figure 3, it can be 
seen that the noise is almost completely suppressed in TF domain and the enhanced TFRs has a good 
resolution. The result of IF estimation based on the proposed algorithm and the real IF are shown in 
Figure 4. From Figure 4, it is apparent that the proposed method has given a clear picture of the IF 
representation.
Figure 1 Mono-component signal with noise         Figure 2 STFT of the noise-corrupted signal 
Figure 3 Enhanced TFRs with SVD       Figure 4 Estimated IF compared with real IF 
5. Conclusion  
This paper has presented a method to estimate the IF law of any FM signal in the case of additive white 
Gaussian noise. The signal phase is estimated, and the signal is demodulated with the estimated phase 
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function to make the TFRs parallel to time axis. The noise is reduced by SVD in the TF domain, and 
enhanced TFRs are used to estimate the IF. Evaluation results indicate that the proposed IF estimation 
algorithm is not sensitive to the phase functions in high noise environment. The algorithm can be applied 
not only on the mono-component signals, but also be used for the IF estimation in multi-component 
signals.
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